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Note from the Editors
Points of View (POV) addresses issues faced by many people
within the life science education community. Cell Biology
Education (CBE) has launched the POV Feature to present two
or more opinions published in tandem on a common topic. We
consider POVs to be ‘‘Op-Ed’’ pieces designed to stimulate thought
and dialog on significant educational issues. Each author had the
opportunity to revise or add to his/her POV after reading drafts of
the other’s POV.
In this issue, we ask the question, ‘‘What is the appropriate role

of the lecture format for teaching?’’ Many teaching methods are
used around the world, but the ‘‘tried and true’’ lecture format is
surely the best known and probably the most common. To what
extent should lectures be used and how would we know if they are
effective or merely convenient? The POVs in this issue are
grounded in different class settings and teaching philosophies, and
yet they share a subset of common principles that are evident on
careful reading. Harvey Lodish, Professor of Biology at Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, is well known for coauthoring a cell
biology textbook and is the current President of the American
Society for Cell Biology. Dan Klionsky is Professor of Life Sciences
at the University of Michigan; in 2003 he received the National
Science Foundation Director’s Award for Distinguished Teaching
Scholars in recognition for his high-quality research and teaching.
Both authors are deeply concerned about the quality of instruction
in their own classrooms as well as nationally, but they differ in
many of their teaching methods. Readers are encouraged to
compare the authors’ perspectives and share their thoughts and
reactions using the online discussion forum hosted by CBE at
http://www.cellbioed.org/discussion/public/main.cfm.
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H
ow to decide on the format for an undergraduate
course in cell biology—a ‘‘standard’’ combination of
lectures and recitations sections, or something else?

The answer depends on many factors, including the
numbers, abilities, and course backgrounds of the students
and, perhaps most importantly, the purpose of the course.
Thus, to explain why we feel that our junior-senior level cell
biology course, taught with a combination of lectures,
teaching assistant (TA)-led recitation sections, and extensive
problem sets, works extraordinarily well for the vast majority
of Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) students and
accomplishes its intended purposes, we need to describe
several aspects of the MIT undergraduate curriculum and
also what we expect the students to learn in the course.
An introductory course in biology, also taught in the

lecture/recitation section/problem set mode, is required of all
MIT students and is usually taken in the freshman year.
Students interested in biology or bioengineering will also
take organic chemistry in the freshman year, and both
biochemistry and genetics (also in the lecture/recitation/
problem set format) in the second year. Generally in the
sophomore year, these students will also take the introduc-
tory laboratory course in biology, which teaches basic
techniques in genetics (e.g., mutant hunts and mapping),
biochemistry (e.g., enzyme assays), cell biology and micro-
scopy, and some developmental biology.
Our course has prerequisites of both biochemistry and

genetics, andmost of the students have taken the introductory
laboratory course. Thus we are able to teach at a fairly high
level. One of us (HL) has had over 25 years of experience
teaching this course, generally sharing the responsibility with
another instructor.
Our goals are several-fold. First, we want to teach the basic

facts and concepts of broad areas of modern cell biology,
ranging from membrane transport and vesicle trafficking to
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control of the cell cycle and the functions of cytoskeletal and
extracellular matrix proteins. We want the students to
understand the experimental underpinnings of these key
concepts. Perhaps most importantly, we want to teach the
students how to apply the experimental techniques they have
been exposed to in previous courses to real research
problems. We want them to be able to understand experi-
ments that utilize a broad range of research techniques
ranging from recombinant expression of proteins to cellular
imaging to protein–protein interactions. We want our
students to understand why yeasts are so useful for studies
such as on the cell cycle and vesicle transport, and why many
results obtained with this organism are immediately relevant
to mammals. Our students also come to appreciate the
importance of genetic studies in flies and worms in
fundamental aspects of cell biology such as cell–cell signal-
ing. Finally, we want our students to be able to integrate
genetic, biochemical, and morphological approaches in
designing experiments to test a particular hypothesis, and
wewant them to be able to interpret experimental results that
use multiple methodologies and experimental organisms.
Indeed, these are ambitious goals but we feel that our

lecture/recitation session/problem set format works very well
for the ;180 students in this one-semester course each year.
RKR vouches for this based on his experience as a TA in the
course and previously as an undergraduate at the University
of California, Davis, where he had several classes in this
format.
The lectures are a key part of the course but clearly lectures

alone are not enough. The lectures are tightly integrated with
the other two parts of the course.
During much of each 90-minute lecture the instructor

mainly tries to discuss the ‘‘big picture’’ and motivates the
students to learn particular topics. One way to do this is to
tell the students not only what is most important about a
particular topic, but explain to them why it is important.
Another way to motivate students to learn topics like cyclin-
dependent kinases or sodium-coupled transport proteins is
to relate studies on isolated proteins and cells in culture to
important functions of cells in the organism and, more
broadly, to human physiology. We present many examples,
especially from human medicine, that have proven useful in
exciting the student’s interest. For instance, alterations in
cyclin-dependent kinases (Cdks) in certain cancers inform
the lectures on cell-cycle control, and the fact that certain
psychiatric medicines are inhibitors of sodium-coupled
transport proteins inform discussions of membrane trans-
port.
The lectures also outline the principal types of experimen-

tal techniques for studying particular problems, (e.g., patch
clamping for measuring ion flow through single-channel
proteins or green fluorescent protein fusions to study protein
trafficking in living cells). Special effort is paid to the
integration of biochemical and genetic studies, (e.g., in the
analysis of the cell cycle and apoptosis). However, the details
of these techniques are generally reserved for the problem
sets and the recitation sections.
There are many ways we keep a large class of students in

an auditorium engaged and attentive during our 90-min
lectures. For example, the Microsoft PowerPoint slides used
in the lecture are on the web before the class. Many students
download then beforehand, enabling them to write notes on
the printouts during the lectures.

Even in a relatively large lecture one can have discussions
that involve several students as well as the instructor and,
occasionally, a TA. One way to do this is for the instructor to
pause several times during the lecture and repeatedly
encourage students to ask questions. Another way to elicit
questions is to reiterate the point that, if any student feels
confused about a point, many others in the class undoubt-
edly are also confused but are too reluctant to speak up.
Another method is to ‘‘bait’’ the class telling them that,
because they ask fewer questions than last year’s group, they
must be less talented.

During these pauses the lecturer roams through the lecture
theater with a portable microphone and insists that the
student volunteers use it to ask questions so that everyone
can hear the discussion. Often these questions lead into
tangential but interesting side discussions. Occasionally the
lecturer will call on several students to improve on the
original answer or to suggest alternatives (e.g., Do you think
that Sara gave the correct answer? Can anyone tell me why it
might be wrong? Before I tell you the correct answer shall we
vote on whether John or Sara is correct?).

It is important for students to hear from the lecturer that
not all questions have answers. There is much in cell biology
that is not known; often the most illuminating part of a
lecture is when the students learn why a particular question
is so difficult to answer experimentally. Spontaneity and
knowledge of the current literature on the part of the lecturer
is helpful; sometimes in response to a student question one
can bring up results obtained with a different experimental
system and use the opportunity to explain, as an example,
why a genetic rather than a subcellular fractionation experi-
ment led to the answer.

Another way to encourage participation, even among the
students in a large class, is for the lecturer to ask the class how
one might design an experiment to test a particular hypoth-
esis. Again, student volunteers use the portablemicrophone to
speak, and the lecturer gives hints and asks others to suggest
improvement until several students have spoken and the class
has come to agree on a particular strategy. These class dis-
cussions generally last five to 10minutes; theydohelp increase
the students’ interest in the material and also help them think
about experimental design and interpretation.
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The problem sets—eight sets per semester each with one-
half dozen difficult and generally multipart questions—are
an essential part of the course. These questions are newly
generated each year by the TAs and ask the student to solve a
numerical problem (e.g., use the Nernst equation to calculate
membrane potential changes), interpret a set of experimental
data, or design a set of experiments to test a certain
hypothesis. These are not graded and are meant to illustrate
the types of questions on the four open-book exams. All
problem sets and exams from the past five years of the course
are posted on the class web site, generally in versions with
and without the answer key. In this way students have ample
problems with which to practice their mastery of the topic.
One disadvantage of this format is that the lecturer gets to

know relatively few of the students in the course. Given the
large number of the students and the need to preserve the
sanity of both the lecturers and the TAs, this is a necessary
trade-off. However, this is one reason why we have
recitation sections, as they allow smaller groups of students
(about 30 students per section) to get more personal
attention from a TA.
The recitation sections are meant to be a forum for

students to learn how to apply the techniques they learn in
lecture and to go over the problem sets. Whereas the lectures
expand on the history and theories of cell biology, the
sections focus on developing the skills that students need to
apply their knowledge to experimental approaches to cell
biology. The TAs are second- and fourth-year students in our
Ph.D. program. They meet regularly as a group and work
together with the course lecturer to plan the recitation
sessions and the problem sets.
During the hour-long sessions, the TAs go over many

common cell biology techniques and experimental designs,
which help to teach the students how to solve multiple types
of problems in cell biology. They also lead students through
practice problems similar to the assigned homework prob-
lems, and often present short lectures that emphasize how
techniques are used to experimentally approach specific
types of problems.
Through problem sets and practice problems covered in

sections students progress in their ability to solve problems
and design experiments as the semester goes along. The TAs
expect the students to use these sections to practice their

developing skills and to ask questions in order to clarify any
questions they may have about the material. If the students
come prepared, they should be able to think, analyze, and
solve the problems that the TAs pose to them every week.
One difficulty with the recitation sections is that the

students are usually not as prepared as we would like.
Ideally, after each lecture the students will have read the
accompanying chapter in their text book and started to work
on some of the problems in the assigned problem sets. Then,
the students would come prepared to section ready to ask
questions to help assuage any deficiencies they may have in
their learning. Ideally, we would like the students to ask
specific questions about what is confusing them and how
they can use the techniques they’ve learned in class to solve
the assigned problems. Instead, many students put off
reading the textbook and practicing their problem-solving
skills and expect the TAs to cover everything they need to
know to do well on the exams during the recitation section.
The students expect the TAs to cover the important lecture
material, highlight the techniques they will need to know,
and show them how to apply it to solve problems all within
the single hour per week that the TAs meet with them!
Obviously, this is an unattainable goal!
Nonetheless, most of the students do well on the exams,

which require a fairly high level of understanding of broad
areas of cell biology. The exam questions usually ask the stu-
dent for interpretations of experiments or ask the student to
design a genetic or biochemical experiment to test a specific
hypothesis. Many students struggle at the beginning of the
course because they never had to deal with problems in ex-
perimental design and interpretation in earlier courses. How-
ever, we find that at the end, a large majority of the students
will havemastered the broad concepts of cell biology and also
understand how research in this field is carried out and why
this research is important. The lectures, the problem sets, and
the recitation sections all are important parts of the course.
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O
ur knowledge of biology has been changing dra-
matically, yet most of us continue to teach biology
the same way we have for the past century. In fact,

teaching styles have not changed substantially since before
the invention of the printing press. A current wave of reform
in undergraduate science education has prompted many
instructors to move away from a passive learning format in
which the instructor attempts to convey knowledge to
students through lectures and note taking. They are
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replacing this approach with ones that involve active
learning. In this article, I describe my own conversion from
teaching with a lecture format to the development of an
active-learning approach (Klionsky, 1998, 2001; Klionsky and
Tomashek, 1999). Along the way, I was introduced to several
important concepts such as the difference between ‘‘teach-
ing’’ and ‘‘learning,’’ the need to set learning goals and to
utilize methods of assessment, and the value of becoming
aware of the pedagogic research and adapting it to courses
taught even at research-oriented universities.

RECOGNIZING THE PROBLEM

I have taught introductory biology for the past 15 years. For
the first 6 years, I used a standard lecture format, and on the
basis of student evaluations, the course was a success; I
routinely received excellent scores for both the course and for
me as an instructor. The course was ‘‘working,’’ so what made
me think I needed to change anything? Two recurring
experiences made me wonder about the effectiveness of my
approach. First, colleagues who taught upper division
courses would occasionally stop me in the hall and make
comments such as: ‘‘Didn’t you cover transcription and
translation in your course? I have students from your class
and they don’t even seem to know the difference.’’ Certainly
we had covered those topics. And those comments were not
unique to my course. Why was it that even the top students
were not retaining a clear understanding of this material? The
second revelation came from office hours. A student would
come to see me expressing a total lack of understanding of a
topic. I would explain the material to them and they would
nod along. At the end ofmy explanation theywould thankme
and indicate that everything was now clear; however, if I
asked them a simple question to verify their understanding,
they were unable to answer, even though moments ago they
had professed an understanding of what I had explained.
What was going on? It occurred to me that what was
happening in office hours was a microcosm of what was
happening in my lecture course. I knew the material, and I
could explain it in a clear and organized manner so that the
students understood what I was talking about, but that did
not mean my students were learning it. So what was the
problem?
The problem had two origins: our students and us. This

combination, which essentially amounts to an unstated
collusion between instructor and learner, creates a pernicious
and self-reinforcing cycle. As faculty members, we need to
realize the difference between teaching and learning. Just
because I was a good teacher did not mean that my students
were learning. The research in learning and teaching makes it
clear that lecturing promotes passive learning, and passive
learning is not the most effective way to learn (Figure 1). In
fact, ‘‘passive learning is an oxymoron’’ (Leamson, 2000).
There is increasing, and I would say undeniable, evidence
that students learn better when they take an active role in the
learning process (e.g., Cooper and Robinson, 2000; Davis,
1993; Lord, 1994, 2001; McKeachie, 1999; National Research
Council, 2000; and references therein). Lecturing has its place
(Bonwell, 1996); for example, it can be entertaining when
carried out by a skilled practitioner. But lecturing is not a
good approach when it is used as the sole or primary means
of getting students to learn. The pedagogical literature has
many examples of this point, so there is no need, and

insufficient space, to reiterate it throughout this article —
lecturing by itself is relatively ineffective as a learning tool.

We as faculty members are at fault because we are using an
outdated methodology. Before the development of the
printing press, the only way to transmit information was by
word of mouth. With printed materials, and now electronic
resources, other means of information deliverymight be more
effective. But there is plenty of blame to go around, because
our accomplices in this educational deceit are the students. As
one of my students once wrote, ‘‘Education is the only
business where the consumer is satisfied with less product.’’
In general, students do not prepare for class and they do not
keep up. They have found it unnecessary for success in the
course and they are pragmatists with many demands on their
time. But these study habits have huge negative consequences
for the course. Because my students did not read before class,
I had no choice but to lecture to them; otherwise, they would
not know what I was talking about. By not reading the book
or studying their notes after class, they made it impossible for
me to build on concepts presented in previous lectures; when
I said, ‘‘As you remember from last time . . . ,’’ they had no
idea what we covered last time, and I was perfectly aware of
that. In fact, there is often a tacit understanding between the
students and the instructor: Don’t expect too much of me and
I won’t expect too much of you.

I wanted to break out of this cycle that forced me to
lecture, an ineffective method of teaching. But how should I
teach and what approach should I use? My first insight came
from a presentation in which I was introduced to the concept
of constructivism. Constructivism states knowledge cannot be
transferred from one person to another; knowledge must be
created by each person in order for him or her to learn it. In
addition, pedagogical research suggests that one of the best
ways for students to learn is by teaching other students
(McKeachie et al., 1986). Finally, as opposed to lecturing,
active learning is an effective way to facilitate the acquisition
of knowledge. I wanted to develop an approach that utilized
these three concepts: 1) students must construct their own
knowledge; 2) learning often works best as a collaborative
effort; 3) active engagement in the learning process is critical.
‘‘Students learn best when they take an active role: when
they discuss what they are reading, practice what they are
learning, and apply concepts and ideas’’ (Davis, 1993).

However, I needed a method that recognized certain
constraints. First, at a research university, the time I can
devote to teaching is limited: If I devote excessive time to
improving my teaching at the expense of my research, my
career will pay the price. I wanted a method that was simple
and that would fit within the time demands of an active
researcher. It must be inexpensive because funds for
improving teaching are limited. Finally, it must not depend
on technological fixes, because the ability to implement
technological changes might be limited. I wanted to develop
a simple, low-cost, low-tech approach.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN ACTIVE LEARNING
APPROACH

Given these conceptual goals and practical constraints, what
method did I develop? Students could learn the basic
material as well on their own as they could if I read it to
them, which is essentially what I would be doing if I lectured.
How could I get students to read the material prior to class?
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If I tried to reason with them and explained that lecturing
was not an effective way to promote learning, they would
read and keep up — for about the first week, until they got
math homework and a chemistry quiz, etc., and then they
would stop studying for my class until the midterm.
My solution was to give my students good notes. These

notes are concise but complete; they are what I would say if I
were lecturing to them. But the amount of reading is quite
reduced compared with a standard textbook, perhaps an
average of three pages per class hour; a standard text is
available as an option for students who are willing to devote
additional time to course preparation. Accordingly, I could
demand that the students do this minimal amount of reading
from my notes prior to class. I also included guideline
questions to emphasize key points. For example, the reading
for cellular energetics will include the following types of
guideline questions: ‘‘What is the purpose of fermentation
(under what conditions does it happen)?’’ and ‘‘With regard
to energy production, what is the main product of the TCA
cycle?’’ To ensure that the students did the reading, I
administered a reading quiz. This quiz was factual in nature
and was meant to test whether they had read the notes. For
example, a typical reading quiz would have the following

types of questions: ‘‘What is the purpose of glycolysis?’’ and
‘‘What is the role of oxygen in the electron transport chain?’’
The reading quizzes were administered at the start of every
class. This quiz constitutes approximately half of the course
grade, so the students need to take it seriously (Figure 2).
If I made no other change aside from instituting the reading

quiz, I would have made major progress. The reading quiz
forces the students to keep up, an unusual experience for
most of them. Students have told me during the course how
good it felt to be following along with the class. These
students ask whether this approach — keeping up — would
work for their other classes! When the students read ahead,
they come to class with a certain sense of ownership of the
material. They are no longer passive blank slates waiting to
accept my words of wisdom. Most importantly, because the
students have done the reading, I do not need to lecture.
Typically, I will lecture for a few minutes, but the majority of
class time is spent on problem solving.
We often teach as though the particular facts we are

covering are critical when in reality there are few specifics
that most students retain from their undergraduate educa-
tion (Figure 3). Fortunately, retaining factoids is not as
important as the learning concepts represented by factual

Figure 1. Lecturing promotes passive learning. The students enter the classroom as blank slates and attempt to write down everything the
teacher says without thinking. Doonesbury �1985 G. B. Trudeau. Reprinted with permission of Universal Press Syndicate. All rights reserved.
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examples or, more generally, learning how to think and solve
problems. I want my introductory students to be scientifi-
cally literate, but I also want them to be able to think about
problems that they have never encountered. Lecturing and
note taking does little to develop such higher order thinking
skills (Sorcinelli, 1991; Svinicki, 1999). In contrast, I break my
class up into groups and put a problem up on the overhead
projector. For the discussion of energetics, a problem might
include the following: ‘‘Prokaryotes do not have a mitochon-
dria like eukaryotes and therefore cannot use cellular
respiration as a method of attaining energy. Is this true or
false? Explain.’’ or ‘‘The TCA cycle does not use oxygen
directly. Can the TCA cycle proceed in the absence of
oxygen?’’ and ‘‘When an uncoupling agent such as CCCP is
added to a flask of respiring tissue culture cells, oxygen
consumption continues but little ATP is made. Why?’’
I ask the class to discuss the problem within their groups

and later ask for a group’s answer. We hear each group’s
answer and discuss both the correct and incorrect answers —
I want my students to see the thinking process that goes into
solving the problem, not just to see which answer is right. I
de-emphasize memorization. Certainly the students need to
memorize some facts, but that is where the typical course
ends. I emphasize using facts to solve problems. Unless we
show our students how to gather, process, and apply
information, they will not have learned very much that is
useful beyond the course exams. To ensure participation in
the problem solving, I administer a second quiz that is
concept oriented and that constitutes the other half of the
course grade. The concept quiz includes questions such as:
‘‘Describe what happens to your muscle cells if you exercise
strenuously and run out of oxygen.’’ and ‘‘What is the effect
of an uncoupler on ATP production through oxidative
phosphorylation?’’ I administer this quiz at the start of the
following class session so the students have some time to
seek help if they are having difficulty. A typical day then
consists of a concept quiz for the previous day of class, a
reading quiz on that day’s material, a short lecture and
predominantly a problem-solving session.

EVALUATION OF THE ACTIVE LEARNING
APPROACH

Does this method work? I have attempted to determine
whether I have actually improved the course. First, I carried
out an ‘‘objective’’ evaluation. To do this, I compared student
performance on primarily fact-based, multiple-choice ques-
tions to evaluate the effectiveness of the active-learning
format. Students who learned through the problem-solving
format were asked to answer identical questions to those
administered to students who were taught through a lecture
format. Although this evaluation was undeniably biased in
various ways, the results suggested that students learned
information more effectively through the problem-solving
format (Klionsky, 1998, 2001).
As a second method of evaluation, I compared these

methods subjectively. In my experience, most faculty
members devote little thought to the development of their
own pedagogical approach (Klionsky, 2003). Although most
people reading this article could easily think of various
resources if they were trying to devise a protocol for an
experiment in the lab, probably few could name even a
single reference (aside from this journal) to guide them in

pedagogical development. But such resources certainly exist.
For example in 1986, a study was initiated that evaluated 50
years of research on teaching and learning (Chickering and
Gamson, 1987). This study led to the proposal of ‘‘seven
principles for good practice in undergraduate education.’’
The seven principles are only a guideline for instructors, but
they have set a foundation for curricular revision across the
nation. Below, I briefly compare the lecture and active
learning formats with regard to the seven principles.

Good practice in undergraduate education:

� Encourages contact between students and faculty. With the
problem-solving approach, the instructor’s role is primar-
ily to facilitate group interactions while students discuss
problems. The students have an opportunity to ask
questions more freely and see the instructor in a different
light. As a result, they become more willing to interact
with the instructor. With this approach, the instructor sets
the tone for an interactive environment rather than a one-
way transfer of information from teacher to student as
typically occurs during a lecture. Also, it is interesting to
note that there is a high correlation between student–
teacher interaction and teacher effectiveness, but a very
low frequency of this behavior in natural sciences (Murray
and Renaud, 1995).

� Develops reciprocity and cooperation among students.
Having students help each other learn is the primary feature

Figure 2. In general, students need an incentive to read the
assigned material ahead of time. Cartoon copyrighted by Mark
Parisi, reprinted with permission.
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of the groupproblem-solving format. In contrast, the lecture
format typically focuses on individual competition: mem-
orizing facts and getting high scores on the exams. For
collaborative learning to be most effective, it is important to
avoid grading on a curve; this eliminates a major aspect of
competition (Kohn, 1992;Malacinski andZell, 1995) so there
is no disincentive to helping classmates learn.

� Encourages active learning. The lecture/note-taking format
is the epitome of passive learning. The approach that I
describe encourages two types of active learning that
might appeal to different types of students. First, students
are responsible for reading the assigned material prior to
each class session. They are encouraged to review their
notes on a routine basis to prepare for the concept quiz
following each topic. Reading and reviewing notes is a
type of active learning that can be performed individually.
Second, students actively solve problems during class time
and in this case, active learning is cooperative.

� Gives prompt feedback. Midterms are typically returned at
least 1 week after they are administered, by which point
the class is discussing a different topic. Final exams are

returned after the end of the course, if at all. Generally,
neither exam serves as a teaching tool, but rather as a
means of summative evaluation. Research suggests that
students remember information from a classroom presen-
tation better when it is followed by a test (Menges and
Mathis, 1988). Short and frequent quizzes can be graded
quickly and returned to the students by the next class
session. Quizzes quickly alert both the student and
instructor to potential problems in comprehension. In
contrast to typical midterms and final exams, quizzes
provide a formative means of evaluation, and various
studies suggest that this type of feedback is central to
learning (Sorcinelli, 1991; Theall, 1999).

Furthermore, I will look at the quizzes as soon as they are
collected. I can then make real-time course adjustments.
Imagine a class in which you teach based on what the
students have actually learned, compared with the standard
lecture format in which your goal is to cover the information
you have already chosen regardless of whether the students
have learned any of it. The in-class problem solving provides
an additional avenue for routine evaluation; students can get
immediate feedback from their peers when working collab-
oratively. I provide additional feedback by asking for group
responses and going over answers to each problem with the
entire class after the discussions by the individual groups.
This is in stark contrast to the lecture format, in which
students usually do not receive routine feedback about their
comprehension during the course of the lecture.

� Emphasizes time on task. Not surprisingly, the more time
that students devote to mastering a subject, the more they
learn (Sorcinelli, 1991). Most students do not study for
introductory biology on a routine basis. They allocate their
time to meet other more pressing demands. They actively
study only when an exam is imminent. The use of daily
quizzes forces students to devote routine time to the course.

� Communicates high expectations. Students generally
appreciate high expectations as long as they are reasonable
and if they are supported. The primary expectation of the
lecture format is that students attend class and take notes.
As a result, students expect to focus on memorization,
with a tacit understanding that cramming for the exams is
accepted. This ‘‘learn and burn’’ mentality emphasizes
getting a good grade, not on learning or retaining the
material. With the active learning strategy, students bear
the major responsibility for learning. The frequent quizzes
provide a set of routine and obtainable goals. When
students perform well on these quizzes, they are motivated
to continue making progress.

� Respects diverse talents and ways of learning. People learn
in different ways and active learning gives them the
opportunity to work alone and in groups. Students are
better able to retrieve information from long-term memory
when it fits within the realm of their personal experiences
(Svinicki, 1999); that is, the more relevant the material is to
their own lives, the greater the likelihood that they will
become engaged in the learning process and be able to
remember it (Leamson, 2000). In addition, research
suggests that the group approach benefits women and
minorities (Anderson and Adams, 1992; Marchesani and
Adams, 1992).

Figure 3. How much specific information do you actually
remember from courses you took in college? For most people, the
answer is very little. Usually the facts are not as important as
learning how to use them; that is, developing the ability to ask
questions, to find relevant information, and to use that information
to solve a problem — in other words, developing critical thinking
skills. Reprinted with permission. �2004 Sidney Harris.
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DIFFICULTIES (REAL OR IMAGINED) IN
IMPLEMENTING ACTIVE LEARNING

The biggest variable in the learning process is what the
students (learners) bring with them, not what the instructor
provides. For this reason, it is important to use teaching
strategies that motivate students and show them ways to
actively learn long after they have left a particular course. In
considering the above information, one question becomes
obvious: If it is so clear that active learning is a better
approach, why isn’t everyone using it?

� Faculty members do not know that there are alternatives.
We teach the way we were taught, which was usually
through a lecture and note-taking format. Also, few faculty
members (particularly at research-oriented universities)
read any pedagogical literature. Finally, many people are
hesitant to give up control of their class; there is a
comforting feeling being the ‘‘expert’’ who has all the
answers (Figure 4). Along these lines, there is a concern
that the students will not participate in the active learning
approach. I found that the students picked up my own
conviction in the value of this approach.

� As (research) faculty members, we are too busy. Many
people think they do not have the time to make major
changes in the way they teach; that is why I wanted to
develop an approach that was not time intensive. It is also
worth noting that the course material does not have to
change completely or even extensivelywhen changing to an
active learning format. For example, I cover the same topics
but my learning goals shifted frommemorization of facts to
developing scientific literacy and problem-solving skills.

� Concern over depth of coverage versus breadth. Many
instructors think that if time is spent solving problems in
class, they cannot cover as much material. In fact, I cover
as much with the active learning approach as I used to
when I lectured; I just make the students take responsi-
bility for learning part of the information on their own. In
addition, I am not convinced that it is important to cover
‘‘everything’’ if the students are not learning anything
(Figure 5).

� We need to understand the difference between teaching
and learning (National Research Council, 2000). Both
students and teachers share responsibility for this con-
fusion. Professors try to spoon-feed students, and the
students keep asking for more; they don’t want to take
responsibility for learning. Also, the students want their
tuition’s worth, which they see as a lecture by an expert.
We are evaluated on the basis of our performance as
judged by students who don’t necessarily have a long-term
viewpoint. We should be evaluated on the basis of whether
our alumni learned (National Research Council, 2003).

� Large classes pose logistical problems. Some people think
lecturing is the only possible way to handle a large class;
however, I have used this active learning approach with a
class of 240. Furthermore, when I taught in 50-min
lectures, I had to cover a set amount of material and did
not have a lot of time for interacting with the class. I
always felt rushed as I tried to fit everything in during
each class session. Now the students have already done
the reading and covered all of the ‘‘essential’’ information.
Whether I lecture for 5 or 10 min, and whether I cover 10

or 20 problems is not critical, so it is a much more relaxing
experience.

� There is a fixation on technology. Research suggests that
technology for the purpose of education is often misused
(Theall, 1999). Technology should not drive pedagogy and
is only effective when there is a justifiable need for it.
Many people equate technology with innovative teaching.
For example, there is a common view that a multimedia
approach such as the use of PowerPoint solves some
perceived problems with the lecture format, although in
my experience, few people use this software effectively for
teaching (Lanius, 2004; McDonald, 2004; Voss, 2004).
Furthermore, some instructors make their slides available
ahead of time on the Web, allowing students to bring
printouts to class to assist in taking notes. Although this
sounds reasonable, I have found this approach produced
unexpected problems. Several years ago, when I still used
lectures as my primary means of teaching, I handed out
my notes at the start of class then proceeded to lecture.
Surprisingly, many students in the class complained and
asked that I not hand out the notes beforehand. The
problem was that some students would sit in class, "follow
along" to the extent that they occasionally looked at the
board to see where I was in my lecture, and talked with
their friends; they were not paying attention to me because
they ‘‘already had the notes’’ (McDonald, 2004), and they
were interfering with the students who were interested in
hearing the lecture. At any rate, the attitude that a change
in presentation style will improve a course is somewhat
laughable in light of the next point.

� Most courses do not have explicit goals, so attempts to
assess whether the course is meeting those goals are
necessarily absent. Imagine conducting an experiment
without evaluating the results. As research scientists, who
would ever do that? Yet that is precisely the way we

Figure 4. Active learning requires the instructor to be flexible
because it involves continuous two-way communication between the
instructor and the students. Students are encouraged to ask
questions and are more likely to do so because they come to class
prepared to discuss the material. Some faculty members might
initially find this approach intimidating compared with the standard
lecture format in which they control every aspect of the course.
Reprinted with permission. Copyright CartoonResource.com.
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conduct our teaching (Klionsky, 2003). Do we objectively
evaluate whether our students are learning? If we imple-
ment changes, do we have any way of determining
whether they actually improved the ability of students to
learn? The lack of goals and assessment (National
Research Council, 2003) have led to the common accept-
ance of the lecture format because after all, ‘‘the current
methods have ‘‘worked’ for decades.’’

� Support and recognition for innovative teaching are
lacking from colleagues, department chairs, or deans
(National Research Council, 2003). Part of the academic
culture at research universities is that serious scientists
don’t spend any more time than necessary on teaching.

Finally, I have to conclude with a simple question: do I
advocate the elimination of all lecturing? The answer is,
certainly not. I continue to lecture in my own course,
although it is a minor part of the course. There is no single
best way to facilitate learning, and lectures remain an
effective way to deliver some types of information. But if
you rely primarily on lecturing, I would have to ask another
question: Do you know this is the most effective way to get
your own students to learn? If you have not experimented
with active learning, you cannot answer this question. As a
scientist, why would you make an assumption that lecturing
is meeting your learning goals without conducting the
obvious experiment? We can’t expect students to learn how
to think scientifically when we don’t apply the scientific
method to our pedagogy (Klionsky, 2003). There is a trend
away from teaching to learning, from a focus on facts and
memorization to concepts and problem solving, from the use
of passive to active learning formats, and from atmospheres
that favor individual competition to ones that promote
collaborative learning. These trends reflect ongoing changes
in the way we do science, which is becoming more
collaborative and interdisciplinary, in which we often work

in teams and the focus is on conceptual problems and an
effort to solve complex questions. At least with regard to
introductory biology, the method I have described is much
more effective than a lecture-style course at meeting these
goals.
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